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When document technicians
prove your product's ease of
use
This well respected, international Law Firm approached
MOSMAR when they needed to move from iManage to
NetDocuments.

Objective
To reconfigure their existing iManage templates to work with
NetDocuments.  We suggested DocAssist to handle this
requirement – our Client agreed to a demo and they liked
what they saw.  It solved their NetDocuments integration
requirement plus it provided the document automation they
were after.



Solution
What stands out the most about this Client is how
quickly they were up and running ... a testament to
their savviness but also how easy it is for document
technicians to pick up DocAssist and start using it.
 
After the initial demonstration, our Client moved
ahead immediately to set up all their letterheads
and recreate some documents by the following day.
All they needed was a little guidance with the more
advanced features.

Outcome

A happy client who recreated and tested all 90 of
their templates within a few months, rolling
DocAssist out to the entire firm - a total of 760
users ... and growing.
 
The next exciting project they are looking at is using
the Clippings feature within DocAssist. Clippings
enables users to save pieces of text, clauses, tables
or images for reuse in other documents. Clippings
can include automation and is available for Word
documents as well as in Outlook emails.
 
Our Client is now looking to replace their current
bespoke clause bank solution hosted in SharePoint
with the DocAssist Clippings feature.  They are
eager to start work on this soon, so watch this
space for an update.
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